
From: Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed)
To: Chen, Lily (Fed)
Subject: Re: summary of PQC project for ACMD annual report
Date: Sunday, December 24, 2017 2:41:49 PM

Thanks, Lily! I removed the mention of "discrete log," as it is not the right term, as you noted.

I think it's still ok to talk about the submission deadline, since the FY17 report can also describe activities that
continue in FY18.

I didn't want to mention how many proposals were deemed "complete and proper," because many people will not
know what that means, and I didn't want to explain exactly how a proposal could be so bad that it should be rejected
immediately.

I will submit the final version now...

Cheers, and have a good holiday!

--Yi-Kai
________________________________________
From: Chen, Lily (Fed)
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2017 3:36 PM
To: Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed); Jordan, Stephen P (Fed); Alagic, Gorjan (Assoc); Alperin-Sheriff, Jacob (Fed); Bassham,
Lawrence E (Fed); Miller, Carl A. (Fed); Moody, Dustin (Fed); Peralta, Rene (Fed); Perlner, Ray (Fed); Smith-
Tone,Daniel C
Subject: RE: summary of PQC project for ACMD annual report

Hi, Yi-Kai,

It looks fine to me. Just some minor comments as attached. Please notice that the report is for FY17 (Oct.1st 2016 -
Sept. 30th, 2017) not calendar year 2017.  However, not many people took that seriously. Therefore, it is up to you
whether to include submissions in the report.

Lily

-----Original Message-----
From: Liu, Yi-Kai (Fed)
Sent: Thursday, December 21, 2017 1:47 AM
To: Jordan, Stephen P (Fed) <stephen.jordan@nist.gov>; Alagic, Gorjan (Assoc) <gorjan.alagic@nist.gov>;
Alperin-Sheriff, Jacob (Fed) <jacob.alperin-sheriff@nist.gov>; Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed)
<lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>; Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>; Miller, Carl A. (Fed)
<carl.miller@nist.gov>; Moody, Dustin (Fed) <dustin.moody@nist.gov>; Peralta, Rene (Fed)
<rene.peralta@nist.gov>; Perlner, Ray (Fed) <ray.perlner@nist.gov>; Smith-Tone,Daniel C <daniel-
c.smith@louisville.edu>
Subject: summary of PQC project for ACMD annual report

Hi everyone,

I wrote a short summary of the PQC project, for the ACMD annual report. What do you think? Let me know if you
have any comments or suggestions, and I will try to incorporate them into the final version, and submit it on Friday.

Thanks very much!

--Yi-Kai
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